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Place the cohorts according to the template. Minimum numbers for positions: Scipio 3, Hannibal 4 (One quarter of the foot army rounded down).
Hannibal deploys 1 cohort to each position. Then Scipio. Players rotate until there is a minimum for each position. The remaining units are reserves.
Reserves can be moved to positions, left in place or placed with the cavalry.
Roll a D4 for initiative. First player move at any position, then second, if not blocked (1 cohort blocking 1 cohort),
then simultaneously CHARGE (attack on turn 0 without a counterattack by the attacked), then stay there.

Opposite positions are bound. Unlocked positions may be moved. Each position will now have one round of battle.
In the battle itself, the cohorts with priority attack (elephants) attack first. If the attack unlocks the field, the rest of the cohorts are allowed to move. 
Then all remaining cohorts roll their attack dice. After all bonuses are added, the total attack is calculated.
The attacker selects the eliminated cohorts, they move to the "losses" position.
After Round 1, free cohorts may move to an adjacent fighting position (over empty by two) for Round 2.  The combatants remain.
The battle lasts until one side is completely victorious.
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BONUSES:
Destroyed cohorts are chosen by the attacker.
1 sword takes out 1 life or 1 shield.
3x dice without sword = 1 sword
5x cohorts = + 1 shield (in front of the army)
6 identical cohorts = + 7th die
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